]. This latter transliteration is also supported by certain grammatical constructions; see Gardiner §54.
11/14: While we are here note that the spelling of nb can be deduced from the double complementing in nbyt "She-the-Flaming-One;" a reference to the uraeus-serpent [CT IV, 46f].
14/-7: Also h "courtyard;" for example, in [CT V 107a].
14/-2: That Hr is not only "face" but also "sight" is clear from the passage: 104/-7: Here we regard the participle substantivized, that is, it functions as a noun. As we will see below and in (IX.1) participles of transitive verbs can carry objects; in particular, retaining the verbal character of the participle wp the phrase wp-wAwt can be interpreted as "He who opens the ways" with wAwt being the direct object of wp. Similarly, in 105/1 rdjw xt "those who give gifts" with xt being the object of rdjw. 104/-1: Read: HAw. 104/16: The reference number of xprt is 23, and sor is 24. A reference for prrt is Peas. B1, 247. 104/17: Irregular spelling of sor. 106/-2: Read mm.Tn. 108/15, 17: Typo: "A" instead of "B." 110/-8: As noted in (IV.1) ktt is masculine. Since At is a feminine noun, in the spelling At pw ktt(t) the feminine ending is suppressed. 117/16: Alternatively, mA-HA.f using the base stem. 124/-1: As seen from the discussion, the pronominal subject of an adverbial sentence must be either suffixed or dependent. A rare example of an independent pronoun used as the subject of an adverbial sentence is the following:
jnk nnk xprw n nTr nb and n.f jm xpry nb "The mode of being of every god belongs to me/him."
